Specific formulas are given for choosing polynomial generators of H^(BSU; R), for various R, in terms of the canonical polynomial generators of H¿BU; R). The analogous formulas for polynomial generators of H (BSO; ZJ are also given.
In §2 we define a coaction \p on 77,(7?t/; 7?) such that Image/, equals the elements of Hm(BU; R) which are primitive under the coaction \p. We apply [4, Theorem 2.1] in §3 to define polynomial generators for H ¿BSU; Q). We then determine polynomial generators for H ¿BSU; Z^p)) and Ht(BSU; Zp) with p prime in §4. We give the corresponding results for H ¿BSO; Zj) in §5.
2. A coaction on 77,(7?t/; R). The cup-product on H*(BU; R) defines a module structure </>: R[CX] 0 H*(BU; R) -> H*(BU; R). Dually we have a coaction i//: H¿BU; R)^>T0 H¿BU; R). T = ©"_0 Ryn is the divided polynomial Hopf algebra with deg y" = 2», ymvn = (m, n)ym+" and \p(y") = '2k=o yk 0 y"-k-We collect the basic properties of \p in the following theorem. Q.E.D.
Observe that Gp" = pG'pn in H¿BSU) if n ^ 0 mod/). The following criterion
shows that the only Gp" or G'pn which is a polynomial generator of H¿BSU) is G2,2-Theorem 3.3. Let v(n) be p if n = ps,p prime, and let v(n) be 1 if n is not a power of a prime. Then an element G of H2¿BSU) is a polynomial generator if and only if f¿G) = ±v(n)an modulo decomposables.
Proof. Let PH2n(BU) = Zp". Write n = qsx< . . . qp with qx, . . . , qt distinct primes. Then f*(p") contains 2' =, ± qx' . . . q¡'. . . Ç<S'C$ ^ ^ as a summand. Thus PH2n(BSU) = Zf*(pn) when t > 2. Observe that f*(pq.) contains ±qC}-i as a summand. In addition q divides f*(pq.) because f*(pq.) =f*(Cf) = 0 mod q.
Thus PH^(BSU) = Z{f*(Pq')Lql and PH2"(BSU) = Zf/V«)^] for all n > 2.
Hence QH2¿BSU) -* QH2¿BU) is Z Ä? Z. Q.E.D. 4 . Polynomial generators for H¿BSU; Z(y>)) and H¿BSU; Zp). We begin with a criterion for determining whether a given element of H¿BSU; Z(/))) or 77,(775(7; Zp) is a polynomial generator. We then use the elements of H¿BSU) defined in §3 to construct polynomial generators for H¿BSU; Z(í)) and for H¿BSU; Zp). We conclude by noting a simple polynomial generator for H4¿BSU; Zp), p odd. Let p be a fixed prime throughout this section. Q.E.D.
Observe that in Theorem 4.4 we can take R to be Z(p) or Zp for a p an odd prime. Q.E.D.
The above formula for G2n+X was observed by B. Gray [3] .
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